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Summary 
 

This report describes a ground magnetometer and field mapping program completed near 

the northern boundary of the Alpine Silver Mine property in southwestern Van Hise 

Township. The work took place between 6 and 15 November 2021 with 2 days spent in 

the field.  

 

The objective of this work was to explore for more aplite veins with silver, or other 

valuable mineralization north of the historical production area (main shaft and open cuts) 

of the Alpine silver mine. A 2016 hand trenching project on the property encountered 

deep overburden and proposed the use of geophysics to pinpoint future targets. This 

project follows that suggestion with the use of a magnetometer survey. The scope of this 

program was to explore the north end of the claim where forestry operations had logged a 

large area of the property and built a new access road.  

 

Work was completed by me, and for me, Michael Nemcsok.  

 

A grid was marked out to cover the survey area on Tenure ID 204577, and lines spaced at 

25 m were walked with a Scintrex MP-2 magnetometer. Readings were taken every 

12.5m along the lines. The area with the highest readings on each line was examined 

closely, and the found features were mapped and sampled. There was no physical work 

involved that required any kind of rehabilitation. The site was not disturbed in any way. 

All garbage was packed out of site for proper disposal. 

 

The magnetometer registered high values on several lines that crossed a mineralized vein. 

The vein was Aplite with Nipissing diabase wallrock, striking 258° az and dipping 80 ° to 

the south. The vein included frequent calcite with black bands of fine chlorite and patches 

of galena, along with very fine native silver in the calcite. The footwall contact showed 

heavy cobalt bloom.  A deep pit or shaft was found on 

 the vein, and samples of the vein and footwall were taken for assay. The results are 

detailed in section “Summary of Findings”. The high magnetic readings extend beyond 

the exposed length of the vein, and so further geophysics may be able to trace continuity 

of the mineralization in the areas of deeper overburden.  

 

In conclusion, this ground magnetometer survey helped locate and trace a mineralized 

aplite vein, and established that this geophysical technique can be used to locate further 

mineralization on the property.  

 

It is recommended that more ground magnetometer survey work be completed to locate 

other mineralized veins on the property. 

 

The coordinate system used in the field work and this report is the Universal Transverse 

Mercator grid  (UTM) based on the 1983 North Americal Datum (NAD83). The work is 

located in Zone 17T.  
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This ground magnetometer project continues exploration for mineralization in Van Hise 

Township on Provincial Grid cell numbers 41PL10L195, 41PL10L196, 41PL10L215, 

41PL10L216 as included in Tenure ID’s 185063,185064,204577, 300491 (Legacy claim 

number 4202023), about 1.5km northwest of Firth Lake. This is a block of claims covers 

most of the former Thompson-Gowganda or Alpine Silver Mine occurrence. All of the 

mining claim area is on crown land.  

Property Location, Access and Description 
 

The claim block explored in this project is located northwest of Firth Lake on the west 

side of Silverfive Creek in the north half of the southwest quadrant of Van Hise 

Township. Figure 1 (below) shows the location of the claim as indicated on the Mining 

Lands Administration System viewer. 

 

Access is gained by way of a drivable seasonal gravel road north from Highway 560, 

12km west of Gowganda. The gravel road crosses a new culvert 300m from the east 

boundary of the claim block, then forks to give road access north and south along the east 

boundary of the claim. The north fork is drivable by 4x4 truck to within the area of work 

for this report. The route is marked on map shown in Appendix 12. 

 

The claim block is a square measuring roughly 800m on each of its four sides. Vegetation 

on the claim is mixed deciduous (Birch) and coniferous (Spruce, Pine). Extensive logging 

activities have cleared parts of the claim, and ribbon markers suggest that further logging 

is planned. Relief is very pronounced with a large north-south ridge of diabase rising 

about 170ft above the eastern third of the claim which is low and swampy. Outcrop is 

common, and soils range from peat and soil to boulder clay. The trenching completed in 

the 2016 program revealed presence of clean sand with occasional boulders on the east 

flank of the diabase ridge. The logging road builders developed borrow pits with good 

quality gravel near the east side of Tenure Id 185063.   

 

The area of work in this 2021 ground magnetometer survey and mapping program was 

within Tenure ID 204577, and it is overlain with shallow sandy gravel and black muck, 

with occasional outcrops of Nipissing diabase. The ground was partially snow-covered 

and the ground was mostly frozen but relatively dry. There were no powerlines, railways 

or cultural features that would be expected to interfere with the measurements.   
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Figure 1: Claim Location Key Map 
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Description of Previous Work 
 

The underlying claims were originally staked by E.J. Thompson, then acquired by Alpine 

Silver Mines Limited in 1920:  

  “Development work for the next two years consisted of about 300m of 

 trenching, sinking two shallow shafts, and driving an adit. The adit was driven 

 west into a diabase ridge for 176m to intersect an aplite dike at a depth of 51m; 

 the dike was drifted along for 24m (Burrows, 1921, P.41). The Locations of the 

 shafts is not known, but they are reported to be 9m and 15m deep (Burrows, 1921, 

 P.41). 

 The Property then became dormant until 1951 when it was acquired by 

Holwood Mines Limited; some effort was made by this company to bring the 

property into production. A 50 tons per day mill was erected, and seven diamond 

drill holes totaling 370m were put down. There was no recorded production, and 

no further work was reported after 1953.  

 Jaylac Mines Limited took an option on the property in 1960. They 

cleaned out old trenches and did further surface work.  

No further recorded work has been done on the property since then.”  

 

-taken from P. 57 of OGS Report 175 ‘Geology of the Gowganda-Miller Lake Silver 

Area’, WH McIlwaine.  1978 

 

Part of the claims were previously described on page 55 of ARV-35 in 1926 as follows; 

 

 “A second aplite dike has been followed for 450 feet by means of 

trenches. It has a strike of N. 20° E. at the north end, and a strike of N. 60° E for 

the southern portion, while the dip is 80° W… …A third dike occurs at the 

southwest end of the second dike and has been followed for 300 feet. Just south of 

the intersection of the dikes, there is some high-grade ore.”  (Burrows, 1926) 

 

An airborne magnetometer survey completed in 1990 provided coverage of the work 

area, but only 4 flight lines crossed the block of claims  (Geoterrex Limited, 1990). The 

lines closest to the work area of this report were nearly 500 m apart (flight lines 1163 

/2NE and 1164 Sw). The interpretation indicates an interesting magnetic low touching the 

NW corner of the claim block, but there is no anomalous data provided by the survey 

within the claim block. This is likely owing to the low resolution of the survey compared 

to the detailed scale of this work report.  A scan of Map 81414 is included in Appendix 1 

for reference purposes. 

 

I, Michael Nemcsok completed an exploration project of line cutting, mapping, cleaning 

of trenches and sampling in 2006 and 2007. A report on that work has been submitted to 

the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines and is entitled “Alpine Silver 

Mine Project and dated 3 Nov 2007 on its cover page. 
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I also completed a channel sampling program on the subject claim and submitted a 

corresponding report entitled “2010 Channel Sampling Project” in November 2010. 

 

More recently, I have sampled the contacts of the aplite dike and examined sawn pieces 

to characterize the mineralization at the contacts. In 2016 I completed some hand 

trenching at the north end of the historical workings to look for extensions of the dikes to 

the north. 

 

 

In 2017 I mapped trenches south of the main Alpine silver mine workings.  

It was the depth of overburden during the hand trenching in 2016 that gave me the idea to 

perform a geophysics survey in the northern part of the claim block. 

 

Approach 
 

The scope of this program was to perform a ground magnetometer survey on the north 

part of the claim where recent logging activity had cleared land on the claims, with the 

objective of exploring for mineralization north of the historical production area (main 

shaft and open cuts) of the Alpine silver mine.  

 

The approach undertaken in the field was to access the recent logging areas and establish 

a baseline for the survey, mark out survey lines, then walk the lines taking and recording 

measurements with the magnetometer a GPS and a notebook.  

 

• The north claim line was used as a baseline, and was flagged at 12.5 m intervals 

to demarcate survey line positions 

• Lines were marked from the baseline to the nearest edge of the logging cut.  

• Lines were walked from south to north, taking magnetometer readings every 

12.5m along each line.  GPS coordinates and the magnetometer readings were 

recorded in a notebook. 

• The points along each line with highest readings were examined more closely 

after all lines were completed, and were found to align with the footwall of a 

mineralized aplite vein in exposed bedrock.  

• The mineralized aplite vein was followed, and a small shaft was found on it.  

• The vein was mapped at the shaft and samples were taken:  

o Chip samples across the width of the aplite vein. 

o A grab sample of the mineralized footwall.  

 

The field work was completed by Michael Nemcsok in 2 days. 

 

Upon return from the field, the samples were brought to Swastika labs for analysis and 

the magnetometer survey data was tabulated in excel then processed in 3d Field (Version 

3.8.2.0) software to produce a contour map (see Appendix 2).  
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Summary of Findings 
 

This project explored the northern part of the Alpine Silver mine property for more aplite 

veins with silver or other economic mineralization. The 2016 trenching program’s 

difficulty with deep overburden led to use of magnetometer survey for this exploration. 

The patterns identified in the field were used to guide some localized prospecting. 

  

 

 

Geophysics: Ground Magnetometer Survey Parameters 

Total Distance Surveyed:   340 m of line was surveyed 

Survey point spacing: 12.5 m along lines 

 

Days in Field: 2 (1 day for scouting & set-up, one day for 

survey) 

Instrument Identification Name: Scintrex 

Type:   Portable Proton Precession                                                                          

Magnetometer 

Model: MP-2 (No. 767010) 

 

Base Value Setting: 58,000 gamma 

 

Resolution:                     1 gamma ( ˠ ) 

Total field accuracy: +/- 1 gamma ( ˠ )      

  

Overall Survey Accuracy (including 

operator interference, diurnal drift, and 

local station noise)  

 

~ +/- 5 gammas 

Figure 2: Ground Magnetometer Survey Parameters 

 

The survey was performed using the instrument in the front holster mode. Operational 

technique was to traverse the grid lines crossing the trend of the targets in order to detect 

and locate changes in magnetic susceptibilities. The principles of the survey technique 

are described in the Scintrex MP-2 manual as included in Appendix 5  (Scintrex, 1982).   

 

Quality Control Methods 

The following steps were taken to maintain the quality of the survey data: 

• The space weather conditons were observed to be uneventful for the period of the 

survey work  (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2021). 

 

• Multiple magnetometer readings were taken on the same location at the start and 

end of each line and whenever a significant step in values was observed to ensure 
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consistency of the unit’s readings. Consistency was found in all cases and the 

average value was recorded. 

• Values recorded in the field were compared against the regional airborne survey 

and found to be within the range of values reported on Map 81414  (Geoterrex 

Limited, 1990). 

 

 

Survey Data Corrections and Processing Steps 

 

All readings were tabulated in Microsoft Excel and reviewed for possible errors in 

readings or data entry.  

- A basic statistical analysis was completed on the data set (see Appendix 4 ) 

Gamma readings were reviewed for values that were more than 2 times the 

standard deviation ( σ ) away from the mean ( x̄ ) of the dataset.  Values in excess 

of this range were plotted on the contour map, but excluded from direct 

consideration, and instead capped at  (x̄ + 2 σ) for the purposes of interpreting the 

data. Values subject to capping are marked with an “X” on the table in  Appendix 

3. 

 

- UTM Coordinates values were reviewed to be sure they fit within the extents of 

the mapped work area. This review identified one data entry error which was 

corrected by updating the tabulated value with the correct value from the GPS 

unit. 

 

- The tabulated data was uploaded to the 3d Field (Version 3.8.2.0) software to 

process into a contour map. The map was reviewed and compared against the 

tabulated data to verify that locations and values as mapped were the same as the 

readings collected in the field. The resulting map is presented in  Appendix 2. 

 

- The GPS coordinates of the found mineralized aplite vein were compared with the 

tabulated and contour-mapped data to identify the anomaly (Mag Low) that 

corresponds to the field-located mineralization. 

 

Analysis of the Geophysical Data 

Magnetic readings vary from 50108 to 56534 gammas. This range of 6426 gammas 

indicates that the underlying rocks are of high magnetic susceptibility and magnetic 

contrast. The volcanic intrusive rocks of the types noted in the OGS reports  (McIlwaine) 

would correspond to the high magnetic relief found in the measurements taken during 

this survey, with mineralized aplite veins and diabase contrasting the barren diabase 

country rock. 

 

The anomalous zones can be interpreted geometrically as parrellel to the mineralized vein 

and strong joint sets observed in the diabase country rock. It is suspected that the 

paramagnetic anomolies of same strike as the aplite vein that was detected in the survey 

may represent more mineralized features beneath the overburden, and these should be 
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examined more closely with detailed mapping and trenching as may be required. These 

areas are illustrated in Figure 3 below.  

 

The high value of 52481 gammas on Line 1 may represent tramp steel from the shaft 

development, as this is directly down-slope from the shaft collar. The other high 

(ferromagnetic) values such as those in the west part of the survey area should be 

explored as well when the ground is thawed, to characterize the source of the anomaly. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Ground Magnetometer  Survey Contour Map Illustrating Geometric Parameters of 

Anomalous zones (Paramagnetic values: possible exploration targets). 

 

No unusual background values were noted during the survey or in the data processing.  

 

 

Vein 

Explored 

during 2021 

Survey 

Target for 

future 

exploration 

Target for 

future 

exploration 
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Prospecting 

A mineralized aplite vein was found during the magnetometer survey of the first two 

survey lines. The magnetometer indicated a repeating pattern as the vein was crossed: 

there was a high reading on one station, then low reading, then a high reading again. The 

vein was located in the ‘valley’ of the pattern in the magnetometer readings, which 

repeated in line with the strike of the vein on every survey line in the survey area. This is 

illustrated above in  Figure 3 and labeled as ‘Vein Explored during 2021 Survey’. 

 

The vein was explored along strike, and a shallow shaft was found about 5 m east of 

survey Line 1. Logging debris was cleared from the shaft collar area to expose the vein so 

it could be mapped and sampled.  

 

 

Mapping 

Mapping of the vein and its location was completed with a Keeson 100 foot 

fiberglass tape, a Silva Magnetic compass (-12 degree declination) and a Garmin 

Etrex GPS.  

Maps are included with this report to show  

- Vein location, dimension and orientation 

- Shaft location and dimensions 

- Geology of the shaft wall at the vein as exposed 

- Location of samples as taken for assay 

 

The map can be found in  Appendix 6:  Aplite Vein and Shaft Mapping. 
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Samples Summary 

Two samples were collected for assay. Descriptions of the samples are provided below in  

Table 1. 

 Sample Description Assay Certificate 

Number 

Certificate 

Location in this 

Report 

Sample 

1 

Chip sample from across width 

of aplite vein at shaft. Aplite 

includes approximately 10% 

calcite veins with narrow bands 

of very fine galena crystals along 

the edges. Sample was taken 

from an area with no visible 

native silver. Photo of the aplite 

vein is provided below in Figure 

5. 

21-5264 Appendix 7: 

Assay Certificate 

Sample #1 (Chip 

Sample Across 

face of Vein at 

Shaft Collar) 

Sample 

2 

Grab sample of Nipissing diabase 

from footwall of aplite vein at 

shaft collar. Diabase is medium-

grained with many small 

fractures filled with calcite. 

Erythrite in microcrystalline 

form is coated on all weatherable 

fracture planes.  Some 

macrocrystalline erythrite visible 

under hand lens.   Photo of the 

Nippissing Diabase with cobalt 

bloom is provided below in 

Figure 6. 

21-5265 Appendix 

8:Assay 

Certificate 

Sample #2 (Grab 

Sample of 

Diabase from FW 

of vein with 

cobalt bloom) 

Table 1: Sample Reference Table. 

 

Assay Results 

Samples were taken to Swastika Laboratories Ltd for assay. The results of the assays are 

summarized below in Table 2: Assay results summary table (Silver, Copper, Lead, Zinc, 

Cobalt, Nickel and Arsenic). All values are presented in parts per million (ppm). 

 Assay 

Certificate  

# 

Ag 

ppm 

Cu 

ppm 

Pb 

ppm 

Zn 

ppm 

Co 

ppm 

Ni 

ppm 

As 

ppm 

Sample 

1 

21-5264 6.5 91 210 26 57.3 42 53 

Sample 

2 

21-5265 11.8 9 24 44 1270 267 1051 

Table 2: Assay results summary table (Silver, Copper, Lead, Zinc, Cobalt, Nickel and Arsenic). 
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Photos of Aplite Vein and Shaft 

 
Figure 4: Photo of shaft, looking North. Note west side of shaft is broken to the N-S joint set of the 

diabase. A ten foot pole probed through floating woody debris could not reach bottom of shaft.   

 

 
Figure 5: Photo of Aplite Vein in NW corner of shaft, Looking West. Chip Sample #2 taken across 

aplite vein mid-height of photo.  North wall of shaft (right side of photo) has significant cobalt bloom 

in diabase. 

 

 
Figure 6: Diabase grab samples from north wall of shaft. Cobalt bloom through approximately 2 

inches of diabase on footwall side of vein. 
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Interpretation 
The ground magnetometer survey data shows repeating anomalous values along strike 

with the vein and continuing to the west-southwest of the shaft. The coincidence of the 

recognizable paramagnetic anomalies bracketed by ferromagnetic readings on either side 

of the aplite vein, and then along strike with it beneath overburden is a compelling 

indicator that the vein continues along the 258 degree azimuth strike from the shaft. It is 

possible that it extends for the 75 meters that the anomaly was measured with crossing 

survey lines.  

 

Similar patterns of magnetic susceptibility in the north part of the surveyed area could 

indicate separate mineralized structures. These are circled on Figure 3 and labeled as 

possible exploration targets. 

 

The assay results confirm that the erythrite is an indication of notable cobalt 

mineralization along the footwall of the aplite vein. The absence of cobalt from the aplite 

vein itself suggests that there are separate events of mineralization. Cobalt bloom of this 

intensity has not been seen any where else on the block of claims, and so this could be 

important information in exploring for cobalt in this area: it’s not part of the same 

deposition event thar brought the aplite veins.  The presence of galena is also interesting, 

as this is also not typical to the other mineralized aplite veins explored on the property 

over the last 16 years.  This warrants re-sampling of the other aplite veins to test for lead 

and cobalt. 

 

This project met its objective of exploring for silver and other mineralization in the north 

part of the claim block. The field work and contoured data corroborate the effectiveness 

of the magnetometer survey for locating aplite veins beneath overburden, and the vein 

located appears to be worth examining more closely as a possible resource for cobalt as a 

mineral valuable to the growing battery industry.    

Recommendations for Further Work 
The interpretation of the data from the exploration work completed in this project has 

generated the following opportunities for further work that will add to the value of the 

property through a greater understanding of the mineralization:  

- Drill or excavate to confirm the extension of the aplite along the full strike length 

that gave magnetometer responses.  

 

- Drill or excavate to identify the two buried targets identified in the north part of 

the survey area. 

 

- Sample the previously explored aplite veins and assay for Pb to research whether 

there were separate mineralization events that placed and/or enriched the aplite 

veins.  

 

- Explore for continuation of the aplite vein to the east of the shaft. 
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- Explore whether the North-south striking aplite veins found farther south on the 

claim block might extend northwards to this newest found vein.   

 

Each of these recommended points would be relatively low cost, and are things I could do 

myself for $2,000 to $10,000 or more, depending on the scale of exploration undertaken.  
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Statement of Qualifications: Michael Nemcsok 

I, Michael Nemcsok graduated from Hailey bury School of Mines in 2001 with a Diploma 
as a Mining Engineering Technician. In that course of studies I was educated in geology, 
mineralogy, sampling, field mapping techniques and mining exploration. 

I have worked as a Mining Engineering Technician and Mining Engineer at mines and 
exploration sites across Canada, in Europe, Africa, Asia, Central America and South 
America. I have been an active prospector in Ontario, British Columbia and Northwest 
Territories since 1999. 

I have a degree from Queen's University in Mining Engineering, which included studies 
in mineral exploration, data analysis, resource modelling and estimation and 
development. I apply the principles of this education in my prospecting work. 

I have formal education and previous experience in all the types of work involved in this 
project, and consider myself to be duly qualified to conduct such work as has been done 
here on Claim #4202023 (Tenure ID 204577) in the year 2021, as outlined in this report. 

C/Ut� 1&c1J- Jv ,Je,_ �O� l 

Michael Nemcsok 
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Appendix 1: Airborne Electromagnetic Survey Total Intensity Magnetic Survey Map 81414  

(Geoterrex Limited, 1990). Note: Claim boundary and survey work area drawn in for reference to 

this report (not part of original map). 
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Appendix 2: 2021 Alpine Silver Mine Ground Magnetometer Survey Data Contour Map 
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Appendix 3: 2021 Alpine Silver Mine Ground Magnetometer Survey Data Table 
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Appendix 4: Statistical Analysis of Magnetometer Readings 
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Appendix 5: Scintrex MP-2 Manual 
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Appendix 6:  Aplite Vein and Shaft Mapping 
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Appendix 7: Assay Certificate Sample #1 (Chip Sample Across face of Vein at Shaft Collar) 
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Appendix 8:Assay Certificate Sample #2 (Grab Sample of Diabase from FW of vein with cobalt 

bloom) 
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Appendix 9: Daily Log: Activity Summary Equipment Usage Details 
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Appendix 10: Equipment, Services, Materials and Labour Expense Summary 
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Appendix 12: Alpine Silver Mine Claim Block Access Map  (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 

and Foresty, 2021) 
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